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Case Number: S2008000115 

Release Date: 9/23/2020 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: There Is No Backup Camera Image Displayed When 
Shifting To Reverse. DTC’s U0264-00 And B280B-00 May Be Set 
 
Discussion: You may find the backup camera does not function. Scanning the vehicle 
for DTC’s you may find U0264-00 Lost Communication with Camera Module – Rear 
and B280B-00 Rear Camera Video Input. 
 
Diagnosis: The rear backup camera connector may not have been fully seated during 
vehicle assembly. Inspect the backup camera connector within the rear liftgate.  
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Repair: Fully disengage and reengage the connector to confirm it is fully seated. 
 
 
Verification: Clear the DTC’s and shift the vehicle to reverse. Confirm the backup 
camera image is displayed in the radio screen. If DTC’s return or the backup camera 
image is not displayed, continue diagnosis by following the DTC flow charts.  
 
 


